Pathology and Laboratory Medicine

Welcome to

PENN LAB Services

Performing 10 million diagnostic tests per year, the
laboratories at Penn Medicine deliver highest-quality results yet
provide a personalized customer service from start to finish.
The difference at Penn Labs begins with the intuitive ordering
and tracking system that is targeted to the high-volume demands
of providers and designed with the needs of individual practice
staff in mind.
Specimens are tracked continuously in transit and test results
are available immediately to physicians in digital format via the
integrated Electronic Medical Record interface.
What’s more, patients can get their tests results directly through
myPennMedicine, one of the select few patient-accessible online
health records in the region, reducing the burden of recordkeeping
and call volume for practices significantly.

What you can expect from

PENN LAB Services
Easy Onboarding
A dedicated support staff is there for you to make
any transition in lab services as uncomplicated and
easy as possible.

Continuous Client Support
A centralized and direct support service line 		
800.PENN.LAB is in place for all clients to answer any
questions and concerns, or address any issue, especially
given the specific demands of physicians and staff at
each individual practice.

Extensive Professional Expertise
All of the client services representatives at Penn Labs
understand the demands of diagnostic services from
primary to quaternary care levels.

Personal Touch
Client service representatives will visit your practice
directly and be part of the process every step of the way
to make sure your lab experience is as straightforward
and effortless as possible. That’s why Penn Labs
client services also offers personal on-site visits and
individualized guidance for every part of the process.

For any questions or issues, contact Penn Labs
client services group directly at: 800.PENN.LAB
Visit the Penn Labs Online Test Menu for more information
about how to order tests and for specimen collection
guidelines: https://www.testmenu.com/HUP
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